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Unika Vaev’s Introductions’s at NeoCon East 2017
PHILADELPHIA, PA November, 2017 – Unika Vaev builds upon its portfolio of decorative acoustical
solutions including a new Felt Rug Collection

AcoustixGrafx™ by ICF Ideas

AcoustixGrafx™ is a new printed acoustic solution that provides a versatile canvas for designers to
achieve dramatic visuals, impactful branding or impressive graphics, while at the same time
providing significantly enhanced acoustic benefits for most any space. AcoustixGrafx™ is an exclusive
offering of Unika Vaev, designed, developed and produced in the United States by ICF Ideas, which
provides the custom fabrication and design support for the Unika Vaev ecoustic® brand of acoustic
panels. AcoustixGrafx™ has a .80 NRC rating in its standard configuration.

ecoustic® Timber Blades Collection by Instyle

The latest result of Unika Vaev’s collaboration with Instyle includes a collection of wall and ceiling
panels produced from solid woods that are available in multiple finishes and sound diffusing
profiles. The collection is PEFC and low VOC certified.
The ecoustic® Timber Blade Panels for walls are available in four blade of 1’x 9’ panel, which
incorporate a black acoustic scrim backing. To provide sound absorption, the ecoustic® Timber
BladePanels can be backed with Unika Vaev’s ecoustic® panels.
The ecoustic® Timber Ceiling Blades are available in five blade profiles that are mounted to fit
24” x 24” or 24” x 48” standard or slim line grid ceilings and can achieve a NRC 70 rating when
installed in this setting. Alternatively, they can be mounted directly to an existing ceiling surface by
use of a proprietary concealed bracketing system. The panel system incorporates a black acoustic
scrim backing (NRC - .70). Alternatively, the panels can be backed with Unika Vaev’s ecoustic®
panels to further enhance sound absorption (NRC - 1.00).
Both ecoustic® Timber Blade Panels and ecoustic® Timber Ceiling Blades are suitable for use with
many lighting options and existing electrical or sprinkler services can be accommodated by field
trimming the panels.

SpeakSpace™ by ICF Ideas

SpeakSpace™ is a collection of mobile freestanding, privacy pods for today’s collaborative office.
Each privacy pod is designed to dampen outside noise and sound originating from within the pod. Its
design targets mid to high sound frequencies - where articulation of most words occurs.
Three distinct styles to choose from, a classic London Phone Booth, Cylinder, Square and
Rectangular shaped. All SpeakSpace™ sizes are available with decorative ecoustic screen inserts
inside and out on all three sides and the door, in standard and Bass ScreenTrak patterns and colors.
All SpeakSpace™ sizes can be customized with patterns and branding.

Felt Rugs by Fraster

Fraster’s collection of natural wool felt area rugs turns every floor in every space into a creative
playground. The felt rug collection embraces endless shapes and sizes. You can choose among
various standard designs that all can be tailored to the exact dimensions for your space. And if our
standard designs do not match your needs, then create your own design based on 31 beautiful colors.
Of course, we also produce rugs in a solid color. Felt rugs are firm and dimensionally stable. Wool
felt is also naturally water repellent so just dab a spill away with a clean cloth. Wool felt rugs are not
only stunning to look at and pleasant to walk on - they also are great for sound absorption, enabling
improved acoustics to your space.

These designs can be viewed in the Unika Vaev/ICF booth #1119, at NeoCon East
The ICF Group is pleased to sponsor the NeoCon East 2017 Keynote presenters
at the ICF Group Keynote Theater, located on the show floor.
The keynote line up is as follows:
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ICF Group – ICF, Unika Vaev and Nienkämper
•••
Each of the three companies Unika Vaev, ICF and Nienkämper that now comprise the ICF Group is
founded on classic and contemporary designs. Our products are built using the highest standards of
manufacturing, designed for durability and ease of use, and whenever possible our products and processes
respect the environment.

